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INTRODUCTION 
We shall denote by %I the space of all real or complex valued functions 
which are uniformly continuous and bounded on the real axis. If {am} 
is a sequence of functions of ‘%?I, then we say that this sequence converges 
“restrictedly” towards a function y&.x) and write &x) &QJ~(x), if and 
only if the following two conditions are satisfied 
(a) p)n(x) + pm(x) uniformly on compact sets, 
(b) II QJn II -+ II vm II (here IIv II = sup I v(x) I)* 
For a given p E!UI we let ‘9X, denote the linear manifold described by the 
functions 
2 Ck9J(X + k) 
P=l 
where the ck are arbitrary complex numbers and the xk are real numbers. 
The following result is well known: 
THEOREM [l]. If ~E’%R and is not identically zero, then the closure ‘m, 
of !&, with respect to restricted convergence contains at least one exponential 
function. 
We shall present here a new proof of this theorem, which seems to be 
of some interest. 
1. An auxiliary lemma. We shall call a kernel S(X) “admissible” when 
S(x) = 1:: eisu d(u) du 
where d(u) is a C” function of compact support. 
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Let now v(x) denote a fixed function of %R. The basic tool here is the fol- 
lowing 
LEMMA. Let G be a compact set of real numbers. Suppose that for every 
hE6eikisnotin%& Thenf or every admissible 6(x) there exists a sequence 
M,(G, 8) such that fw all 0 < u < 1, AEG and XE(--ao, +a) we have 
+so eiAv cd(uy) ~(x -y) dy 1 6 A&(6,6) un. U-1) 
-02 
PROOF: If we set 
~~.o(x) = 
J 
.+a czar a6(uy) g(x - y) dy 
--co 
we easily get the inequality 
I &, (x + 4 - eih ~ds)l < 0 I x I 11 I v& (x0 + tx> I dt. 
Note then that the lemma is true for n = 0 and ail admissible kernels. 
By induction, assume it to be true for n = 0, 1, *“, m - 1. 
Suppose it were false for n = m and some 8. We would then have sequences 
uk + 0, A, + h, E G and {xk} such that 
& lP;,,,,(x,) I/u,” = 03* (1.2) 
Observe then that there is no loss in assuming that 
I T$,+ (x,) I 2 (1 - Ilk) I I YJ:~+,~ I I > 0. 
On the other hand (1.1) yields 
U-3) 
so that combining this inequality with 1.2 and 1.3 we deduce that 
4,,0, (x + #J’rl,,ak (x3 s &ox- 
In other words, eiJ+z E !ii& with & E 6; however, this was excluded. 
II. THE PROOF 
Beurling’s theorem can now be easily established. First of all we may (by a 
suitable convolution) restrict ourselves to functions p(x) which have the 
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property that for every admissible kernel 6,(s) such that d,(u) E 1/27r for 
1 u 1 < 1 we have 
d4 = 1’:: 6,(.r - y) p(?‘) dv. (2.1) 
Then pick d(u) so that 
1. d(u) = A(-24). 
2. d(u)+d(l-~)=1/27rforO<u<l. 
3. d(u) = 0 for 1 u 1 > 1. 
These conditions assure that for any 0 > 0 
d,(u) = 2 1 (-f--v) = & for 1 u 1 <UN. 
F-N 
We then have that if S,(u) is the admissible kernel associated with d,(u) 
and A, = VU: 
so that if N > l/u, making use of (2.1), we get 
Finally, if @, does not contain any exponential, an application of the lemma 
with G = {A : 1 h 1 < 2) gives 
I p)(x) I < (2N + 1) W(C 6) 9. 
By choosing N smaller than 2/o we obtain the desired result. 
III. REMARK 
It should be pointed out that the case in which q contains only one 
exponential e’* can also be treated by this method. 
In fact, the lemma then yields that 
s ta 4~) W -Y) dr = 0 -m (3-I) 
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for all admissible kernels 6,(x) for which d,(u) has support disjoint from &. 
In particular for a kernel of the form 
6,(x) = eihx [MS(Mx) - nzS(w.w)] (3.2) 
where M > m and 6(x) is a kernel such that 
d(u)=1 for lul<l. 
Substituting (3.2) in (3.1) and letting M + m we obtain 
e-i-Q p)(x) = m 1:: e-ihv I&V) S(m[x - y]) fly. (3.3) 
This relation yields first that the function e-*hzv(x) = #(x) must be differ- 
entiable. Then, since #(x) is bounded and (3.3) holds for all m > 0, we get 
that I&) must be a constant. 
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